
Local Plan 2031 - Issues and Scope
This form is to guide comments on the Local Plan 2031 Issues and Scope
consultation for South Oxfordshire District Council. Before commenting
please take the opportunity to review the supporting consultation
information. This is the first phase of the plan development process, so it
is an opportunity to help shape how the district develops until 2031. Please
be aware that all comments received will eventually be made available to
the public to view.

Please give your name:

Name of organisation representing (if applicable):

E-mail or postal address

Q1
Do you support this vision for the district?
(please select one answer)

No ................................................Yes ................................................

Q2
What suggestions do you have for improving the vision?
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Q3
Which level of growth do you think we should plan for, and why?

Q4
Do you have information or views about whywe can or cannot accommodate
the highest level of housing need?
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Q5
Do you think we need to change the settlement assessment and settlement
hierarchy, and if so what changes should we make?

Q6

We'd like to know which option(s) you favour. You can select a single
option, a hybrid option or a combination of options. You can also tell us
which options you don't like.

(please select all that apply)
Tick if you DON'T
LIKE this option
(you can tick as
many as apply)

Tick if you LIKE
this option (you
can tick as many

as apply)
Option A: Continue to use the Core
Strategy distribution strategy
Option B: Science Vale focus plus
'sustainable settlements'
Option C: All in Science Vale

Option D: All growth in a single
new settlement
Option E: Dispersal

Option F: Next to neighbouring
major urban areas
Option G: Raising densities

Option H: Locating development
in particular settlements where it
could help fund projects
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Q6a
Please use the comments box to tell us what you like or don't like about
the options, and where you think we should plan the housing?

Q6b
Is there a better option you could suggest?
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Q7
Are there any particular issues for neighbourhood plans that we should
consider in the Local Plan?

Q8
Do you have any views or ideas about how we can help to meet Oxford's
housing needs?
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Q9
Are there any areas of the Oxford Green Belt that you do not think contribute
to meeting the purposes identified?

Q10
Are there any additional areas of land that you think should be included in
the Oxford Green Belt?
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Q11
Which of these ideas would you support?

Q12
Where should new employment areas be sited?
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Q13
What do you think we can do to improve our shopping and town centres?

Q14
What measures or particular new or improved infrastructure do you think
would encourage people to choose to walk or cycle, car share, use public
transport or make use of new technologies such as electric cars?
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Q15
Are there any such routes, to and from specific destinations, which you
think we should be considering for specific walking or cycling routes?

Q16
Are there any particular transport issues or solutions that you think we
should be considering the Local Plan 2031?
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Q17
Where do you think we should plan extra pitches for travellers, can you
suggest any suitable sites for us to assess?

Q18
We would also like to ask if anyone knows of any areas that would be
suitable for redevelopment in their area. Are there any in your area?
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Q19
Are there any of our plan policies that need reviewing or changing, and if
so, why?

Reviewing how we consult
This is an optional section of the form. We will not display any questions
with data protection sensitive information. The council is reviewing the
document which guides how we, developers and planning agents engage
with the local community on planning matters. This is known as our
Statement of Community Involvement. As part of this process we would
like to you to provide us with some information.

Name of group or organisation (if you are representing them with this
response)
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Which group do you believe best represents your status with these
comments
(please select one answer)

Member of the public ...............................................................................

Planning agent/consultant .......................................................................

National interest group ............................................................................

Local interest group ................................................................................

Local/National government organisation ................................................

Town/parish council .................................................................................

Developer/housebuilder ...........................................................................

Other group or organisation ....................................................................

(If other group/organisation, please provide us with further details)
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The planning department is trying to move towards more efficient ways
of consulting with you.

What are your top 3 methods of contact taken from the list below?

Published document (being able to comment online in a consultation
document)
Online discussion boards/forums

Online Blogs

Social media such as Twitter & Youtube

Emails

Website

Are there any other engagement methods you feel that we have missed,
that you think should be included?
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We will also try and strike a balance with more resource intensive
engagement methods when consulting.
What are your top 3 methods of contact taken from the list below?

Letters

Newsletters or council subscriptions

Focus groups/workshops

Public meetings

Stakeholder invitation meetings

Standard response forms

Town or parish newsletters

Press releases

Formal press adverts

Leaflets/posters

We understand that some people may not want to use electronic forms of
contact when responding to consultations.

Is there anything the council can do in designing or presenting our
consultations to make this more appealing?
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If you are not using our online consultation form to comment, please send
your comments through to Planning Policy, South Oxfordshire District
Council, Benson Lane, Crowmarsh Gifford, OX10 8ED or e-mail your
comments through to planning.policy@southoxon.gov.uk. We encourage
you to use our online consultation system to respond, as this is the quickist
and most efficient way of responding.

What is the next step?

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments. They will be used
to help guide the development of our planning policies. If you have a hard
copy response, you can send this into Planning Policy, South Oxfordshire
District Council, Benson Lane, Crowmarsh Gifford, Oxfordshire, OX10 8ED.
 The consultation closes on Wednesday 23 July 2014.
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	Local Plan2031 Issues and Scope (print)

	Text1: Kristina Tynan
	Text2: Watlington Parish Council
	Text3: wpc@watlington-oxon-pc.gov.uk
	Text4: Apart from the trivial change of date, we can think of no reason why this relatively recent established Vision should be changed.
	Text5: The higher level estimates are based on a number of assumptions as described in the SHMA report, and until there is independent confirmation that these are justified, the planned growth rate should not be unduly inflated.  For this reason the target should be in the 725 to 749 range, with the possible addition of some exception sites in areas where there is sufficient need for affordable housing that will not be met by the 40% requirement in SODC's Local Plan.
	Text6: See attachment for response to this question.  (Insufficient space here)
	Text7: The only criterion that was used for the 2013 allocation of houses to the larger villages was the number of houses already in the settlement.  This is roughly equivalent to the first criterion on your list - size of population.  The others were not used because SODC could not come up with a reasonable means of applying them or weighting their relative importance.   If this is still the case, then money and time should not be wasted collecting and analysing the information for these criteria.  Instead a much shorter list with only a few criteria could be used, with these criteria including for example size of population, primary school, convenience store / post office, employment opportunities including availability of public transport for commuting. Not included on your list of criteria is the availability of suitable land for new housing that is not at risk of flooding or in protected land such as the AONBs or the Oxford Green belt.  This is reflected in your Option B, but should also be included in other options at the stage where you allocate numbers of new houses to individual settlements.
	Text8: See attachment for response to this question.  (Insufficient space here)
	Text9: As the answers to Q6a above imply, WPC prefers a hybrid of your options A, B and E.  Where a local community has identified a wish for an increased level of housing, option H should also be included.  Instead of concentrating the bulk of housing in Didcot, allocation to the Science Vale as a unit would allow some spread of development.  The split of housing between Didcot/Science Vale and the other settlements needs more detailed discussion than is given here, and in particular the identification of “sustainable settlements” needs to be simplified so that it can be used with credibility instead of being ignored as it was for the recent allocation of housing to the larger villages.  
	Text10: For those communities with Neighbourhood Plans in place by the time the Local Plan 2031 is accepted, allowance needs to be made both in time and in cost to allow these Neighbourhood Plans to be revised to include their new housing allocations.  This presumably will require a repeat of a significant part of the NP process including a fresh examination and referendum. Developers must not be allowed to flout the accepted NP purely because it does not include a sufficient land allocation to meet the new allocation.
	Text11: No particular views.
	Text12: No - retain Green Belt as it is.  Allowing development on the Green Belt will be the first step towards Oxford City encroaching further in the South Oxfordshire countryside with the consequent loss of our rural environment.
	Text13: No
	Text14: WPC supports all of the ideas listed.In particular making provision for small businesses in the rural areas needs to promote business development that is appropriate to the area.  Permission should not be given to develop businesses that are highly dependent on HGV transport in areas with no safe and acceptable route to the national trunk road system.  Since most of South Oxfordshire is within reasonable distance of the Science Vale area, there is scope for rurally based businesses providing support or services for high technology industry.  Support for development of these businesses throughout the district should be available.     
	Text15: There need to be a clear definition of the size and type of business / industry that is permitted in the rural areas and villages of South Oxfordshire, which should take account not only of the value of the land for agricultural use or as part of the AONB, but also of the accessibility of the sites for the type of transport that would be needed to service it, including not only the need for regular HGV access but also the volume of small vehicle traffic for staff and clients.   
	Text16: No suggestions
	Text17: The availability of through routes for additional traffic that do not have serious impacts on the towns and villages, especially with regard to HGV traffic.More rural bus services linking villages homes to town work places.  At present most residents in rural communities have no option but to drive to their place employment.  Maintenance and improvement of recreational cycle routes, as well as the construction of new safer cycle routes for access from rural areas to employment centres (such as the Berinsfield to Abingdon route). 
	Text18: An all weather footpath and cycle path between Watlington and M40 Junction 6 at Lewknor received a lot of support at the initial consultation on issues to be addressed in he Watlington Neighbourhood Plan.  Options here are either a separate path alongside the B4009, or preferably use of all or part of the old railway line from J6 into Watlington.  There was also support for a safer pedestrian and cycle route between Cuxham and Watlington than the B480 provides.
	Text19: There is an urgent need to consider the level of HGV traffic passing through villages on narrow and inappropriate roads.  This needs a district wide approach so should be addressed in the Local Plan 2031, even though much of the work needed to resolve the problem is not within the SODC's remit.  This work needs to cover* use of rural routes as shortcuts to J6 and J7 of the M40* provision of facilities for HGV stopovers with direct access to the M40* provision of distribution centres that  with direct access to the M40 that would reduce/remove the need for the largest HGVs to pass through the SODC's rural areas* improved enforcement of weight limits within the district.  We see that there is a coordination role here that SODC could fill since the County trading standards and Thames Valley police do not appear to be organising regular enforcement exercises.
	Text20: No sites to suggest
	Text22: None 
	Text23: Watlington Parish Council
	Text24: 
	Text25: There is a need for direct meetings between SODC planning and parish council representatives on specific topics.  WPC has used these on several occasions recently particularly in connection with one controversial application, and have found that this face-to-face contact provides less scope of misunderstanding and gives a better idea of other's viewpoints than more remote communication permits.
	Text26: More time allowed for formal consultations such as this would be very helpful for groups such as Parish Councils.  With full Council only meeting once a month, a six week consultation period is insufficient to allow preliminary discussion of the topic, preparation of a response and review /approval of the response at a subsequent meeting.  It would also be sensible to avoid prime holiday periods such as July/August for important consultations such as this one.
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	Text68: The industrial estate in Watlington is active and meets the needs of a number of businesses.  It is however on the wrong side of town as far access to the M40 is concerned so that all traffic (including both delvery vans and HGVs) for the estate has to pass through the two bottlenecks in town (the Town Hall crossroads, and Couching Street/Brook Street junction).  We would not want to lose the the industrial estate and its employment opportunities, but would welcome its transfer  to a new site on the B4009 north of Watlington.  This would then release its old site for housing.


